
   

  

Posting of Collector & SP of Newly Formed Mauganj district |
Madhya Pradesh | 14 Aug 2023

Why is News?

On August 13, 2023, the State Government of Madhya Pradesh has appointed Ajay Srivastava as the first
District Magistrate (Collector) and Virendra Jain as the First Superintendent of Police (SP) of the newly
formed district Mauganj.

Key Points:

It is worth mentioning that Ajay Srivastava, a 2013 batch IAS officer, who was discharging
government responsibilities in the post of Additional Commissioner, Tribal Development and
Managing Director, Madhya Pradesh Scheduled Tribes Finance and Development Corporation
Bhopal (Additional Charge), will now serve as the first Collector of the newly formed district.
Earlier, the state government had issued an order to appoint Sonia Meena as district Mauganj
Collector, which was later revoked.
Similarly, Virendra Jain IPS (DD-96) has been transferred as Superintendent of Police (SP) of
mauganj district. Virendra Jain is currently posted in the Senani 8th Corps Visbal in Chhindwara.
It is known that on March 4, 2023, Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
announced to make Mauganj a new district. Mauganj has officially become the 53rd district of
Madhya Pradesh.
Mauganj has been carved out of Rewa and its district headquarters will be located in Mauganj
town. Also, the national flag will be hoisted at mauganj district headquarters on August 15.
Mauganj district has been formed under sub-section of section 13 of the Madhya Pradesh Land
Revenue Code, 1959 (No. 20 of 1959). A gazette has been published regarding this change.
Initially, three tehsils of Rewa district - Mauganj, Naigarhi and Hanumana will be part of Mauganj
district. Later, Devtalab will also be included in it.
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Balaghat gets Scotch Order of Merit Award | Madhya Pradesh | 14
Aug 2023

Why is News?

On August 12, 2023, the One Stop Centre at Balaghat of the Women and Child Development Department
of Madhya Pradesh has been awarded the Order of Merit-2023 of the SKOCH Award for its superior
performance.

Key Points:

Balaghat One Stop Centre has been providing integrated support and co-operation to women and
girls affected by all types of violence in the district since 2018.
Along with this, immediate emergency and non-emergency facilities are being provided to the
victim woman and girl. These include psychological counseling, FIR, police medical, legal and
judicial support, etc.
With the efforts of the district administration, the second one-stop centre is being operated in
Baihar tehsil of Balaghat district so that women from remote areas can also get the benefit of
Sakhi Centre.
Established since 2003, the SKOCH Prize is the country's highest civilian honour conferred by an
independent organisation.
It recognizes people, projects and institutions who go the extra mile to make the country better.
Nominations were received from all over the country for this award. Out of this, this selection has
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been done after presentation and evaluation in 3 stages.
This one-stop centre has been operated under the guidance of Collector Dr. Girish Kumar Mishra
and District Program Officer Vandana Dhumketi.

   

  

P.M. laid the foundation stone of Sant Ravidas Temple | Madhya
Pradesh | 14 Aug 2023

Why is News?

On August 12, 2023, Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone of the memorial and temple
of Sant Shiromani Sri Ravidas ji on 11 acres of land in Bartuma Sagar at a cost of about Rs 100 crore.

Key Points:

On this occasion, he also unveiled a plaque and inspected the replica of the temple.
With this, the Samarasta Yatra started from five places of the state also concluded.
It is worth mentioning that in February, Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan had announced the
construction of a memorial and temple in a grand and divine form of Shri Sant Ravidas Ji, the
pioneer of harmony.
After the foundation stone laid by the Prime Minister, a grand temple will now be built here. This
temple will be built in 10000 square feet in Nagar style. An interpretation museum will also be built
here.
Along with culture and creativity, a museum showcasing the personality of Sant Ravidas will also
come up in this complex.
There will be four galleries in the museum, which will also have details of Bhakti Marg, contribution
to Nirgun panth, philosophy of Sant Ji and his literature, harmony.
Apart from this, Sangat Hall, Jal Kund, Bhakta Niwas will also be built, which will be equipped with
spiritual and modern facilities. Followers and scholars of Sant Ravidas from all over the country
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and abroad will come to the Bhakta Niwas, who will get inspiration from the life of Sant Ji.
According to vastu and configuration, the temple of Sant Ravidas ji will also be a spiritual art
museum, which will be an unprecedented place of reverence, faith and devotion. Philosophers and
scholars and curious people will also come from india and abroad. The personality and philosophy
of Sant Ravidas ji will be an inspiration for the whole world.
It is noteworthy that from July 25, 2023, a yatra was taken out simultaneously from five different
places (Neemuch, Mandav district Dhar, Sheopur, Balaghat and Singrauli) for the construction of
sant Ravidas ji's temple in Sagar district. The journey concluded peacefully.
Earlier, the yatra reached Sagar with soil from every village of the state and symbolic water from
313 rivers of all development blocks. Sant Ravidas Temple Construction Yatra passed through the
districts of the state. Along with the main yatras, kalash yatra was also taken out by 1661 sub-
pilgrims. There were 352 public interactions during the yatra. More than 25 lakh people
participated in 5 routes of the yatra.
In Madhya Pradesh, 10 chariots focused on the personality and work of Sant Ravidas ji continued to
run during the Samarasta Yatra which reached Sagar by collecting soil from 20 thousand 641
villages and symbolic water of 313 rivers.
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